
MAURICE KAIN
The Lithgow Collection

EST 1945

DESIGNED IN NEW ZEALAND & AUSTRALIA 
MADE ACROSS THE GLOBE
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Lithgow follows a beautiful story of forest green and deep 
navy accents surrounded by natural and earth derived tones.

LITHGOW

Designed for light filtering properties, Lithgow follows a 
beautiful story of forest green and deep navy accents 

surrounded by natural and earth derived tones. Our designers 
found a way to mix the perfect formula of Linen and 

Polyester to create this decadent semi-sheer drapery. 
Lithgows’ high linen content explains the subtle and soft drape 

it showcases.  

Our designers chose a semi-sheer base for Lithgow because 
they wanted to give interior enthusiasts an opportunity to 

experience more privacy than a standard sheer drape would 
allow. Offering the perfect balance for a stunning window 

furnishing. 

CURTAIN TEXTILE COLLECTION

THE STORY
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LITHGOW
THE RANGE

LITHGOW STONE

LITHGOW SILVER GULL

LITHGOW OVERCAST LITHGOW SHADOW
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LITHGOW NAVY

LITHGOW FOREST

LITHGOW DUCK EGG

LITHGOW CLAY

LITHGOW BLUFF

LITHGOW LINEN
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LITHGOW STORM

LITHGOW SMOKE LITHGOW FLAX

LITHGOW PAPER

LITHGOW SNOW



TAYALLA COLLECTION

COMPOSITION

WASHING

USE

CARE CODE 3

WIDTH 300CM
CONT.

FINISHING

COLOUR RANGE 15

PATTERN REPEAT

TEXTILE GUIDE

NIL

VIEW THE COLLECTION
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ONLINE ORDERING
with Basford Brands is as easy as 1,2,3

Ordering online is by far the fastest, most accurate and efficient way to place 
your order. Let’s show you how...

1
Head to www.basfordbrands.com on any digital device. Our website will show you 24 
hour live updates of our factory stock levels, so you have complete confidence in the 

availability of your desired products.

2
Place your order online through your own client account, or if you do not yet have an 

account, you can set one up by following the step by step insturctions, or by contacting 
our friendly customer service team at 

customerservicedecorative@basfordbrands.com or phone 1300 656 626.

3
Once your order has been placed, we guarantee to dispatch your order within 72 hours.* 

*Read more about our Stock Guarantee Program
DRY CLEANING HAND WASHABLE DRAPERY POLYESTERLINEN

STONE, SILVER GULL, OVERCAST, SHADOW, NAVY, STORM, SMOKE,
DUCK EGG, FOREST, CLAY, BLUFF, LINEN, FLAX, PAPER, SNOW

WEIGHTED
BASE



Do you have a image you want to tag us in? Search the brand name 
or scan below to discover our Facebook, YouTube, Instagram and 

more! 

SOCIAL MEDIA


